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This is Saturday, Dickel and I will be leaving at 11:45 A.M. for 
Orlando In~ernational Airport to pick up Dr. George Armelag05 
from the Dept. of Anthropology, University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst. In the morning, prior to meeting George, we went to ABC 
Rental for a roll-away bed (brand new!) for him. I simply could 
not allow him to sleep on the floor of the apartment. His flight 
was a little rough but they landed without any problems. Our 
first stop was the site to give George a quick tour, and very 
impressed he was by the well-point system and pumping operation 
as well as the amount of work we had done on the Hammock. We took 
him down into the Pond where the state of preservation of the 
skeletal material was most interesting to him. At the time of our 
visit, we still had the exposed tibia, fibula and calcaneos and 
other material, including a variety of ribs and a femur. 

We stopped by Corky's for a meal on the way back to Cocoa 
and again, George was impressed with what the town offers. We 
then went to the Lab for 'the bum's rush' view of the material 
recovered so far. Most of the skeletal remains George has dealt 
with has been from the North-East from an ossuary, while his most 
intensive work has been with the Sudanese Nubian material. He was 
impressed by both the material and the Job we were doing with it, 
In the skeletal material on display, he pointed out a number of 
obvious pathologies and gave us slightly more information on 
them. He also examined several of the long bones and felt he 
could see the beginnings of porotic change. We will return Sunday 
evening for a more in-depth examination. 

He brought with him a sample of mummified Nubian flesh which 
I will deliver to Hauswirth. 

We had a brief discussion of the NSF proposal, using the 
previous proposal prepared for the Florida Legislature and FSU as 
a base. 

That evening, we went to Pam Asconio and Rob Annabelle's for 
a ~arty at her house which was very informative, not to mention 
fu). I must admit that, by the end of the evening, several of us 
had completely conked out. 

We also made a contact, Rita - - , 
who is in charge of CAT scan facility at Wuest off Hospital in 
Cocoa~ She has an interest in forensic archaeology/anthropology 
and is quite interested in seei11g the material and running some 
CAT scans on it. This 15 a golden opportunity to get an in-depth 
differential analysis of the skeletal material. The general 
principal behind the CAT scan operation is similar to~ but 
different from, an x-ray. Instead of a single x-ray tube, there 
are sis hundred (600) tubes and censors located at a 360 degree 
orientation (a circle) around a central location. The individual 
or limb~ is placed within this band, and the x-rays are monitored 
by a computer program which reconstructs an x·-ray image of the 
subject. A primary advaYltage of the CAT scan is that the 
placement of the bone is irrelevant because to resulting image 
may be selected from any angle, through the computer program. X
ray slices as small as 1 millimeter may be taken from either a 
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not analyzed the wet material, but the dry material can be tested 
t rn'" 0 ugh t his P j .... 0 c e d tll'-' e .. (I t h ink the 0 f f €on'" cd= t his fa c iii t Y i s; 
typical of the type of support we've been given in Cocoa and 
Brevard County in general. It's been quite encouraging.) Given 
the ability to take a one millimeter slice for display and study, 
Dickel suggests it might be possible to look hypo-plastic defects 
in the dental material . To the best of my knowledge, this has not 
bf2f?)"1 doria, but it' ~~ ce·r-·t a i n I Y v'J01'''t h PU1'''SU i ng. I t car, give us an 
actual measurement of cortical bone thickness, something ~e 

wouldn't even have to put the calipers on, the computers can spit 
it out automatically. Of course, cortical bone thickness is 
related to age, bone remodeling and stress in general. This is a 
fascinating opportunity, one which we will definitely take 
<:'id\/antagf:? of. 
~ Gf:;~o''''ge :'1as h2l.d no €~xpe'r"ir=nce lI-Jith CnT l,;:;ca'n, but a1;:.:;0 feels 

it is a clear possibility to enhance our detail and precision. 
- - In some CAT scan work with mummy specimens, which is ideal 
since you need not unwrap the subject to get an internal image. 
Pita fJrCtf'eAutc..·c..; ~~.f:?emeC:1 1'-·eally e>(cit:E,d <::\b,:,ut the p'l'''ospect.: of doi1'Mlg 
this and we plan to meet her on Wednesday night~ at the Lab., 
~hen proceeding to hEr facility and possibly running a few 
elements through. We have dry material now~ some of which is from 
the original Knoderer collection, and there are numerous items 
which ~~ve been through the stabilization process. We may take 
several of each and simply watch the results. 

At the party, the Chief of Vascular and Pulmonary surgery, 
Dr. - - - - - - -, was there. We discussed it with him and he was 
very excited as well. Rita said there would be several staff 
members, including five or six doctors, with CAT scan experience 
who would be glad to help interpret the test results. With no 
backLround, assessing abnormalities may be difficult, although 
dickel and I have worked with traditional x-ray ohotos. . , 
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went to the site where Dickel and Barton were continuing the work 
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remove some of the peat and expose a greater number of bone for 
removal on Monday. During the process, Dickel and Barton exposed 
a fully articulated hand, which certainly provides interesting 
prospects for interpretation, of depositional processes. 

Slight modifications in the NSF proposal are needed: George 
will be providing a section on the micro-structural defects and 
analysis of the material. He's working that up now; he's also 
getting osteon information for us and will be running the 
collagen and amino acid percentages. This is done with Dr. Hare 
of the National In5t~tute of Health, who has been working closely 
with George for the last year or so. One of George's students, 
Michael - - - - -, was running the collagen and amino 
i 'nfOr"fi1c:lt i 0'1"1 ov~z~ " "\ t hE~ hlf.?f.·?kend, but we d j. dr,' t get the i r,fo'r-'ml'i:tt ion 
until Monday afternoon. Modifications to the NSF proposal include 
a deletion of the Protsch Table, the Figure showing site 
distributions in Cape Canaveral and adjacent areas, additions of 
the results of this year's work and the contribution of the 
COrllrfllJY'd t Y f.H"ld i Y·I-"I·d. nd s I.l PP01'''t , c:l S WE! 11 a~:; mf.~lrlt ion 0 f the 



(obvious) State funding. It will provide additional information 
on field excavation techniques, carbon dates and a stratigraphic 
p'r"o'f i :!. t=. Th E~ P'r"C'l:) 0':;::' i:\ 1 i t.: S;E~ J. f is;. ]. j, m:i. t E!d to 'F i ft €~e'('1 (1 ::; ) Pi:\!;;i es, 
but there's usually no problem with the addition of a number of 
appendices. One appendix will contain the vitaes of Holloway, 
Spackman, Doran, Dickel? Stone, Hauswirth and Armelagos. 

A second appendix 
will include the stratigraphic profile and carbon dates. A third 
a~pendix will include Rick Holloway?s pollen analysis. In another 
i..'\ppE~·(lclix,) Or" por::;sibly j.·r", th€~ t.:€-?xt, If..lf!~ II'Jil1 c1i!!=1.cu~:;s the 
preservation/stabilization procedures. Another appendix will 
include a listing or synopsis of the metric and non-metric traits 
observed. As additional appendix will be devoted to the results 
·f: ... " .. , "1 L-Ia It.;;- !~.; ""t· t1 ~ <::: ~"'l" -,] '.fl:' J' .;;" I 1 .. .111 r ... _: ....... 1. I _. {;;\ '~~\".l _) . _:>. 

George mentioned a number of things we should stress and we 
discussed budget and strategies for obtaining total funding. 
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